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I don’t know why, at this moment, the Dark God has a feeling of being stared at by Death.

It seems that Levi Garrison is stronger than every opponent that Dark God has encountered before.

Of course it’s just a feeling.

The dark god will not care.

“Okay, if Levi Garrison is like this, let me test how powerful you are!!!” The

Dark God uttered.
“Boom…” The

terrifying power in the Dark God erupted like a flood!

At this moment, the sky broke and the earth cracked, and the sun and the moon reversed.
The entire sea is boiling.

Even the surrounding countries felt this overbearing and strong momentum, and they were shocked.

It seems that I have never seen such a strong person before!

This is definitely the strongest shot in the history of Western Continent!

What is the strong one?

However, the terrible breath continues to rise!

A black air current erupted from the Dark God, filling the place.

In an instant this place plunged into darkness.

As if the sun disappeared.

A gloomy to dark breath obscured the sky, and everyone felt fear.

Cold sweat!

The cold invades!

The sound of howling ghosts and wolves came from my ears!

It seems that countless souls are crying in a deep and deep cry… The

sight of a sea of corpses and a sea of blood emerges in front of them!

This moment is like hell.

The most horrified side was revealed in everyone’s heart!

horrible!

fear!

For the first time, the Dark God displayed his full power!

The Underworld Gods were stunned.

There has never been such a moment!

Dark God will explode with all his strength!

They never thought that the Dark God would be so powerful!

What is it like to see the full dark God for the first time!

Satisfaction for the rest of my life!

It is worthy of defeating the existence of the laboratory of the gods with your own hands!

It’s worthy of being the number one on the gods list!

Facing such a powerful dark god, Levi Garrison felt a little interested.

Everyone was too weak before!

What a strong man!

What Ye Wudao Tiance marshals and others are all scum!

Levi Garrison couldn’t even mention the interest in killing them.

After all, who cares about an ant on the ground?

But now the Dark God showed his full strength, and a little aroused his interest.

“Sneez!!”

In the eyes of everyone, the Dark God slowly pulled out a long dark knife all over!

Ground knife! ! !

The earth sword as famous as the sky sword!

As soon as the earth knife came out, the momentum of the dark god became stronger and stronger, as if
to create a nine-nether hell!

Power doubled!

The whole sea area has become hell… The

surrounding countries are shocked!

How strong is this?

This, this…

Earth Blade Underworld Evil God, they also heard about it, but they saw it for the first time today.

The power is amazing to this point.

The sky sword is the scorching sun, and the earth sword is the nether hell.

The same horror!

Just as terrible!

But the point is that the Dark God has no idea how long it has been to get the sword.

The Dark God and the Earth Sword have completed the fusion!

The huge movement created now is the power of the combination of the dark god and the earth knife!

The fighting power of the Dark God is soaring!

Break through to another situation in one fell swoop!

This is much stronger than Heavenly Sword.

The Marshal Tiance only got the Heaven Sword, but he didn’t fully control the Heaven Sword, it was still
far away.

So now the dark god who controls the sword is terrifying!

“Well! If you are outside, you can split the dark cage!”

Levi Garrison nodded approvingly.

“Okay! Levi Garrison will let you see! What kind of horror is the sword that smashed the dark cage! Let
you see what the power of the world’s first artifact is! See if the disciple of Tiance Mansion can catch the
blow “The

Dark God is like the Demon God who rules the world.

“Come on! Come on!”

“Anyway, I’ve broken one of this kind of artifact!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

Attack suddenly.

Hit the ground knife with a punch.

“Crack!” ……

